Annual Bus Stop Improvement Program
Summary 2022

376 Total Stops
181 Accessible Boarding Pads (48%)
65 Shelters (17%)
54 Benches (14%)
24 Bike Racks (6%)

2022 Bus Stop Improvements

- Accessibility +8
- Shelters +6
- Trashcans +5
- Benches +0
- Bike Racks +2

2022 Bus Stop Improvements

- 312 - 9th @ Iowa: accessible boarding pad
- 263 - 25th @ Iowa: accessible boarding pad, shelter, trashcan
- 264 - 25th @ Iowa Eastbound: accessible boarding pad
- 69 - 25th @ Iowa: shelter, trashcan (existing accessible boarding pad)
- 222 - 8th @ Pennsylvania: accessible boarding pad, shelter, trashcan
- 39 - 24th @ Eddingham: upgraded from bench to shelter (existing concrete pad)
- 112 - Louisiana @ 20th (Lawrence High): accessible boarding pad, shelter, trashcan, bike rack
- 128 - Greenway Circle: accessible boarding pad, shelter, trashcan, bike rack